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P r e s s  W i t h  F e e t
Stand.  Give an imaginary ball a little kick.  Which foot did you stand on?  Which raise to kick? 
1. On back.  Legs straight.  Please scan.  Pay attention to breathing.  Where in ribs, abdomen, do you 

feel  the movement? 

2. BK.  Sense and feel the place where you are placing your feet.  How far the heels are from your 
buttocks?  What is the direction of your toes?  The direction of your knees towards the ceiling?  What 
is the angle under your knee, between your thigh and lower leg. 

3. BK.  Slowly lift your pelvis from the floor, and bring it down.  Do it a few times.         
 Feel in which way  you do it.  How do you lift your trunk?  your pelvis?  your chest. Do you hold 

your breath or do you continue to breathe.  How much do you use your calf muscles? 
 On which foot do you feel the weight?   Do you feel more on the R or do you feel more on the L.  

And on which foot is there a tendency to shift the weight as you raise your pelvis?   

REST    

4. BK. a. This time lift your pelvis but use only the organized (O) foot.  Don’t use both of them.  
  Use that foot and feel how the pressure of the foot influences the whole spine or the whole 

trunk.   
 You can leave the other foot on the floor, you don’t need to lift it but you don’t use it.   Which 

direction does your pelvis moves when you lift the it using the O foot.   
b. And now, use only your other foot to lift,  and compare.  How does your trunk, your pelvis 

respond to the movement of lifting your pelvis with your other foot.   
 Which of them is more familiar to you?  This the way you walk, the way you use your legs, in 

your everyday life, it’s not just here.  [option:  speak about “tree trunk” leg for stability and 
“clever” leg for finer movements, e.g., as in standing on one, kick with other.] 

5. BK.  This time, press with your O foot on the floor and feel how this pressure is transmitted through 
yourself.  Go slow.  Listen to how the hip joint, how the lumbar region, or maybe your rib cage or 
maybe some other parts need to be moved.  In the beginning, don’t lift the whole trunk, just press 
with your O foot.   Can you press and continue to breathe in, to breathe out, so you don’t interfere 
with the breathing.  Let your lips be soft and not touching. 
As you continue to explore this, feel if your navel is moving because of the pressure of your  foot.  
Find out which direction it moves.  Imagine that in the navel there is a pencil, pointed up toward the 
ceiling.  Which direction does this pencil move?  Is it toward your head or to the side?  It doesn’t 
move?  And which part of the foot do you use?  More the heel or more the toes?  The outside, the 
inside?   --> 

Explore pressing on points all the way around the outside edges of the sole of the foot.  Like numbers 
on a dial.  Not the toes.  What happens in your ankle, knee, hip, low back, rib cage, neck, when you 
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press the R or L edge of your heel?  Points on the outside rim of your sole?  The front part of your 
sole just before it turns into toes?  The inside rim of your sole above your arch?  Below your arch?  

REST 

6. BK.  Start to raise your pelvis.  Which foot does more work?  How is that translated up your spine? 

7. Now explore pressing with the other foot.  How is this different? 

8. Now press again on the first foot and feel the difference.  How much pressure do you need when you 
use your R one and how much pressure do you need when you use the L one. 

  The abdominal muscle doesn’t need to work as much as you may have believed.  You are 
learning to use the bones, the joints, the skeleton, not the muscles. 

REST    with your legs long.   
TRANSFER     Feel the sensation in your feet and in your hip joints.  How much clearer is it now for you.  

Your heels, your feet, your toes, and the connection of the feet with the rest of yourself. 

9. BK.  Leave your feet on the floor and lift your pelvis as high as feels comfortable.   See if you can lift 
better, easier.   

10. Now, place the side of your O ankle against the other knee, where your thigh turns into your knee 
cap.  Allow the O knee to fall out to the side as much as comfortable.  Lift your pelvis in a way that 
you use only your floor foot.   Bring it up and bring it down.  Bring it up and see in which way you 
have to use your foot  now.    How does the pressure from the floor move through your pelvis and up 
your spine?  How are your ribs and neck affected?  Continue to breathe, even when you need to 
concentrate.    Are you remembering to leg your knee fall to the outside in a way that drops your knee 
toward the floor and twists your spine? 
a. Do it a few times quickly, the up and the down. 
b. Now concentrate on letting it go down.  SLOWLY.  Then up.  Slowly.  Feel the vertebrae lifting 

off the floor and pressing onto the floor.  How does this tilt your pelvis?  Twist your spine? 

REST    with straight legs.  Feel both hips on floor. 

11. Repeat #10 with other ankle. 

12. BK.  Now, place the sole of your O foot on your other bent knee and point your O knee toward the 
ceiling so that you are standing with your foot on your knee. 
a. Now, lift the pelvis  S.T. with the intention of moving the O knee toward the ceiling.  What are 

your lumbar vertebrae doing? 

b. Now, allow the O knee to rotate slightly a little L as you lift your pelvis.  Now R. 
c. Now repeat with O knee toward ceiling only this time instead of just using the hip of the 

standing leg, also recruit the help of the pressure of the ceiling foot pressing onto the floor knee 
to lift the pelvis.  How is this different?  What areas are used differently? 
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REST  with legs long 

d. BK.  Start to lift pelvis.  Which foot and hip and leg works more? 

REST      Legs long.   Feel both hips on floor. 

13. Repeat #12 with other sole on other knee.  This side easier or harder?  The O foot is now the floor 
foot. 

REST 
TRANSFER      P.L. 

14. BK.  Once again lift your pelvis and see in which way do you lift your pelvis now?  How do you use 
your feet?  Your knees?  The bones?  Do you need to use the calf muscles as much? 

REST 

15. BK.  Lift your pelvis to a height that’s easy for you to stay at, and stay there.  Begin to release all 
unnecessary holding, without lowering your pelvis.  You are finding the way to bear weight using 
your bones.  Do you release muscles?  Do you release organs? 

REST    Scan your body.  How are you lying on the floor now compared to the beginning of the lesson? 

P.L. 

Roll to your side and come gently to sit, then to stand.  How do you feel in your pelvis, feet, legs, low back?   
Where is your neck and head in relation to your chest?   
Start to kick an imaginary ball.  What’s different from when you did this at the beginning of the lesson?   

Walk.  Slowly.  How is your walk different. 
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